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Abstract
Background
High throughput sequencing methods for RNA (RNA-Seq) have enabled the study of
transcript structure and expression levels at unprecedented resolution. However accurate transcript reconstruction from RNA-Seq reads remains challenging, and analyses
often summarize data by simply counting the reads mapping to each gene or exon.
We propose a fully Bayesian approach to reconstruct transcripts and quantify their
abundances from RNA-Seq data. A key element of our approach is a novel generative
statistical model for transcripts, which forms the prior distribution in our analyses.
This model uses the concept of a “flexible exon” (flexon), which is an exon with multiple potential start and end locations. We combine this prior model for transcripts, with
a prior on expression values, and with the RNA-Seq data, to infer the posterior distribution

on

transcripts

and

their

expression

levels.

Results
We assess the performance of our method, altra, both by comparing the fitted model
with the raw RNA-Seq data, and by assessing its ability to identify eQTLs affecting
splicing that were previously identified by an exon-level analysis. When we compare
altra to a widely used transcript reconstruction method, Cufflinks, we find that, even
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though our fitted model appears to capture many of the key features evident in the raw
data, neither our method nor Cufflinks identifies the majority of the splice eQTLs with
altra identifying 30%, and Cufflinks identifying 12% of the splice eQTLs (both at pvalue<

0.01).

Conclusions
Our analyses suggest that transcript-reconstruction-based methods in splice eQTL
analyses should be complemented by exon-level analyses and confirms that, although
promising, accurate transcript reconstruction from RNA-Seq data remains a challenging problem. We also outline a potential alternative approach to this problem that is
suggested by our work.
Key words: RNA sequencing, transcript reconstruction, alternative transcripts, gene
expression, splice eQTLs, multiple samples, Bayesian
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Background

The use of RNA sequencing to measure gene expression has already provided new insights
into transcription and splicing (e.g. Pan et al. (2008); Wang et al. (2008); Mortazavi et al.
(2008); Blekhman et al. (2010); Pickrell et al. (2010b); Gonzàlez-Porta et al. (2012); Djebali
et al. (2012); Barbosa-Morais et al. (2012); Merkin et al. (2012); Reyes et al. (2013); Ergun
et al. (2013)), and how these processes are affected by genetic variation (e.g. Pickrell et al.
(2010a); Montgomery et al. (2010); Sun and Hu (2013); Zhao et al. (2013); Lappalainen
et al. (2013); Kurmangaliyev et al. (2013)). However a full understanding of the relationship
between genetic variants and alternative transcription is hindered by the difficulty of accurately reconstructing and quantifying transcripts. These remain challenging because of both
data limitations and transcriptome combinatorial complexity. As a result, despite numerous methods for reconstructing transcripts from RNA sequencing data (e.g. Denoeud et al.
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(2008); Guttman et al. (2010); Filichkin et al. (2010); Montgomery et al. (2010); Trapnell
et al. (2010); Zhao et al. (2011); Li et al. (2011a,b); Feng et al. (2011); Xia et al. (2011);
Mezlini et al. (2012); Hiller and Wong (2013); Mangul et al. (2012); Lin et al. (2012); Behr
et al. (2013); Bernard et al. (2013)), in practice expression analyses often rely on summarized
expression at the level of annotated genes (e.g. Anders and Huber (2010); Robinson et al.
(2010); Turro et al. (2011)), annotated or novel exons (e.g. Anders et al. (2012)) or events
(e.g. Katz et al. (2010); Brooks et al. (2011); Seok et al. (2012); Barbosa-Morais et al. (2012);
Merkin et al. (2012); Reyes et al. (2013); Anders et al. (2013)) without trying to reconstruct
transcripts.
Here, we present novel methods for transcript reconstruction and differential expression
estimation at the transcript level, using RNA sequencing data. The methods require a
genome for the mapping of the reads (i.e. they are “genome-guided”), but can operate
either with or without a gene annotation. Furthermore, the methods are designed to use
partial gene annotation data – specifically, a list of candidate 3’ and 5’ splice sites – which
are much easier to reliably obtain than full transcript annotations. Given a list of candidate
splice sites (plus start and end sites), we specify a prior distribution for the set of possible
transcripts, using the idea of a “flexible exon” (“flexon”), which captures the idea that
transcripts may contain different “versions” of an exon, as well as contain different exons.
By combining this prior distribution with a likelihood for the RNA-Seq data we perform
Bayesian inference for the gene model, and the expression values for sequenced samples.
As far as we are aware our method is the first fully Bayesian approach at this problem,
and is one of the few methods that attempt to jointly reconstruct transcripts and estimate
transcript expression values for multiple samples (see also Cliique Lin et al. (2012) and
miTie Behr et al. (2013)). A software package altra implementing our method is available
at https://github.com/esterpantaleo/altra.
We assess the performance of our method both by comparing the fitted model with
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the raw RNA-Seq data, and by assessing its ability to identify splice eQTLs that were
previously identified by an exon-level analysis. In the second analysis we compare with
a widely-used method, Cufflinks Trapnell et al. (2010). We find that, even though our
fitted model appears to capture many of the key features evident in the raw data, accurate
transcript reconstruction and expression level estimation remains a challenging problem:
neither method identifies the majority of the splice eQTLs in our assessment, with altra
identifying 30%, and Cufflinks identifying 12% of the splice eQTLs (both at p-value< 0.01).
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Methods

Our Bayesian approach has three key components: the likelihood for the RNA-Seq data,
a prior distribution on the gene model (set of transcripts), and a hierarchical model on
expression levels that combines information across individuals. We describe each of these in
turn.

The likelihood
Our likelihood is based on the likelihood in Hiller and Wong (2013), but we introduce an
additional error term () to allow for mis-mapped reads, low-expressed transcripts and/or
rare intronic reads. In addition we deal with multiple samples simultaneously: we assume
that at each locus (gene) the N samples share a common (unknown) set of T transcripts τ –
the gene model – with (unknown) expression values λ, and derive a log-likelihood l(τ, λ, ).
Let ρ denote the set of observable (single-end) reads at the locus. Note that ρ includes
both spliced and non-spliced reads, but excludes reads that could not be observed due to
overhang constraints Katz et al. (2010). The data xir are the counts of the number of reads
of type r ∈ ρ in sample i (i = 1, . . . , N ). (Some counts may be 0, since some potentially
observable reads will not occur in the data). We assume, as in Hiller and Wong (2013) that
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the counts are independent and Poisson distributed:
!
xir | τ, λi ,  ∼ P ois (

X

zrt (τ )λit + )C i

.

(1)

t

Here λit denotes the expression level of transcript t in sample i, zrt (τ ) is a binary indicator
for whether transcript t in the gene model τ could produce a read of type r ∈ ρ, and C i is a
known normalization constant (we use the total number of reads mapped in sample i divided
by the average number of reads across samples, but more complex normalization procedures
might be necessary, depending on the data Dillies et al. (2012)).
The independence assumption means that the total likelihood is obtained by multiplying
(1) across samples i and read types r. As in Salzman et al. (2010), this product can be
simplified by grouping together terms corresponding to reads r that are compatible with the
same subset of transcripts. That is, reads r that share the same “compatibility vector” zr· .
Specifically, the overall log-likelihood based on the entire data x simplifies to
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where xiz denotes the number of reads in sample i with compatibility vector z, Z is the
P
set of all possible compatibility vectors z (a set with cardinality 2T ), lt = r∈ρ zrt is the
effective length of transcript t (the length of the transcript, ignoring unmappable bases due
to overhang constraints), and L is the length of the locus (the number of bases in the locus).

Priors on the gene model τ
We assume that the number of transcripts, T , in τ is fixed by the user. Given T we specify
a prior on the gene model in 3 steps (see Figure 1).
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1. We identify sets S (3) and S (5) of 3’ and 5’ splice sites that could occur at the locus.
These can come from a combination of gene annotation databases, observed splice junctions in the data, and putative splice sites found by a segmentation method Nowak et al.
(2011). (Note that in the latter two cases our prior is technically “data-dependent”,
but the use of the data here is relatively weak, serving only to reduce the support of
the prior to regions that are consistent with the data.)
2. From these splice sites, we define “flexible exons” (“flexons”). Just as an exon can be
(3)

defined by a single 3’ and 5’ splice site, a flexon is defined by a set Sf of one or more
(5)

3’ splice sites, and a set Sf
(3)

of one or more 5’ splice sites, together with probability

(5)

vectors (pf , pf ) that specifiy how likely the flexon is to “use” each splice site. In
other words, a flexon is a distribution on exons, and a random exon could be generated
(3)

(3)

from this distribution by selecting a 3’ splice site at random from Sf according to pf
(5)

(5)

and a 5’ splice site from Sf according to pf . The number of flexons F , and the sets
(3)

(5)

Sf , Sf

(f = 1, . . . , F ) for each flexon are computed deterministically from the sets
(3)

(5)

S (3) and S (5) identified above [see Additional file 1]. The probability vectors pf , pf
are parameters of the prior, and assigned uniform prior distributions.

3. Finally, we assume that each transcript includes or excludes flexon f independently,
with probability pf (f = 1, . . . , F ), and assign a uniform prior to each pf [see Additional
file 1].
(3)

To further illustrate the idea of a flexon, suppose that Sf contains only one element and
(5)

Sf contains two elements. Then flexon f will have two possible forms that share the same 3’
splice site and have alternative 5’ splice sites, one upstream of the other. If the probabilities
(5)

associated with f are pf = 1/2, and pf = (1/3, 2/3) then one out of two transcripts will
include the flexon and, if the flexon is included, the longer form will be twice as frequent as
the short form.
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Figure 1: Flexon construction in gene HMGN1 (reverse strand). First we construct
(3)
(5)
the sets of negative 3’ and 5’ splice sites (S− and S− ) from the RefSeq, UCSC and Ensembl
(hg18) annotations, and/or from a splice-aware mapping method (TopHat Trapnell et al.
(2009)) and/or from a segmentation method (FLLatNowak et al. (2011)). Then we identify
(3)
(5)
segments [s3, s5] with s3 ∈ S− and s5 ∈ S− (dark red in Figure; s3 and s5 in flexon 1 are
indicated by arrows). Finally we collect all 3’ and 5’ splice sites around [s3, s5] that could
generate an exon larger than the minimum exon length and smaller than the maximum exon
length (these lengths are parameters of the model). For illustrative purposes, here we are
representing only a subset of the possible flexon configurations; for example, we represent
three different forms of flexon 1 that share the same 3’ splice site s3 and use different 5’
splice sites. b) Representation of three different reads that map to gene HMGN1 .
(3)
(5)
Reads are represented by coordinates in S− 7and S− . The orange read is represented by
coordinates (c31 , c51 ) and the blue read (a spliced read) by coordinates (c31 , c51 , c33 , c53 ).
[See Additional file 1 for more details.]

(3)

(5)

The fact that pf , pf , and pf are assigned prior distributions and then inferred from the
data [see Additional file 1] allows for sharing of information across transcripts. For example,
some flexons might be “constitutive flexons” and be used by most or all transcripts (resulting
in high estimated pf ). And, for each flexon, some alternative 3’ (5’) splice sites might be
(3)

(5)

more commonly used than others, which would be reflected in the estimates of pf (pf ).
Indeed, many flexons may have effectively no variation in splice site usage, in which case
they reduce to the regular concept of an exon.
Some motivation for this model can be gained by examining the simple gene model in
Figure 2f. Many exons occur in every transcript with the same 3’ and 5’ splice sites - these
would be captured in our model by flexons that are always included (pf = 1) and have no
variation in splice site usage. However, the exon numbered 4 occurs in all transcripts, but
has a slightly modified form (different 3’ splice site) in one transcript - this would also be
captured by a flexon that occurs in all transcripts (pf = 1) but with variation in splice site
usage. Finally there is an exon (labelled 1) that occurs in only some transcripts, and has
multiple forms, which again can be captured by our flexon-based model.

Hierarchical model for expression levels λ
As is conventional, we model expression levels λ on a log scale. Specifically we use a hierarchical model on the log-expression values θti = log λit to share information across samples:
2
2
∼ N (θ̄t , σθ,t
)
θti |θ̄t , σθ,t

for t ∈ {1, . . . , T } and i ∈ {1, . . . , N }

(2)

with

2
θ̄t |σθ,t
,c ∼

2
N (0, c σθ,t
)

2
σθ,t
|α, β ∼

IG(α, β),

for t ∈ {1, . . . , T }

(3)
(4)
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where α = 4, β = 1 and c = 2. Here θ̄t represents the mean (log-) expression of transcript
t across samples. Assuming that the samples share a common mean helps to combine
information among them.
Similarly, if δ = log , we assume

δ|µδ , σδ2 ∼ N (µδ , σδ2 ).

where µδ = −4 and σδ = 1.
We checked that results were robust to different values of α, β, c, µδ and σδ .

Exploring the posterior distribution
We use a Metropolis Hastings (MH) algorithm to explore the posterior distribution p(τ, θ, δ|x)
given the data x and the above priors on τ, θ, and δ.
We initialize the MH algorithm by sampling θ and δ from the prior and by randomly
sampling T transcripts. If annotation is available, we choose a random set of T annotated
transcripts as a sensible start.
After the initialization, we update θti and δ with an independent random walk Metropolis
algorithm given the other variables. To update τ , we select a random transcript and we
propose one or a combination of several different types of move: including/excluding one
of its flexons, changing the 3’ or 5’ splice site used at a flexon, or more complex moves
that involve pairs of transcripts - like swapping exons between transcripts, or recombining
transcripts. [See Additional file 1 for a detailed description.]
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Results
Illustrative examples
We begin with a simple example to illustrate how combining information across multiple
samples can improve transcript reconstruction accuracy. Our example involves two transcripts expressed in two samples A and B (Figure 2). The transcripts differ only by inclusion/exclusion of one exon (exon labelled 3 in Figure). Exon skipping is the most common
pattern of alternative splicing in humans Wang et al. (2008). The expression level of each
transcript in each sample is shown in the figure (panel a): both transcripts are expressed in
each sample, but in sample A only the transcript that skips the exon is highly expressed,
and in sample B only the other transcript is highly expressed. We simulated reads for each
sample according to a Poisson model (Figure 2b) and assumed them to be mapped without
error.
We applied altra to these simulated data, both one sample at a time, and jointly to both
samples. (In applying altra we used the full gene annotation, Figure 2f, to identify putative
splice sites and transcription start and end sites.) The results show that, when using data
from only one sample, we can accurately reconstruct only the highly expressed transcript
(Figures 2c,d). However, analyzing the two samples jointly accurately reconstructs both
transcripts (Figure 2e).
We now illustrate our method on real data. We consider two genes, COMMD4 and
TOMM40L, that are expressed in the Illumina Brain RNA-Seq dataset in Au et al. (2010).
We chose these data because they were also used by Hiller and Wong (2013) to illustrate the
performance of their method, Montebello, and so this allows us to compare our results with
theirs (see Figures 4 and 5 in Hiller and Wong (2013)).
Following Hiller and Wong (2013), we mapped the reads (paired-end reads of length 50bp,
from three technical replicates which we pooled into a single sample) to hg18 with SpliceMap
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Figure 2: Combining information across multiple samples can improve alternative
transcript reconstruction accuracy. a) Two annotated alternative transcripts of gene
RNH1. Isoforms differ by inclusion/exclusion of a single exon. Simulated expression levels
for each transcript in samples A and B are reported on the right. b) Reads (46bp) simulated
from transcripts in (a). c) Gene model reconstructed by altra using only data from sample
A. Expression values are reported on the right. d) Gene model reconstructed by altra using
only data from sample B. Expression values are reported on the right. e) Gene model reconstructed by altra by combining information across samples A and B. Average expression
values for sample A and sample B are reported on the right. f) Full Ensembl (4.30) gene
model.
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Figure 3: Gene COMMD4 , data from Illumina Brain RNA-Seq Au et al. (2010). a)
Junction coverage: Each line represents a gap; the number of spliced reads that map to the
genome with that gap is reported next to the gap (the ticker the line, the higher the number
of spliced reads). FLLat splice sites: Splice sites identified by FLLat Nowak et al. (2011).
In red: Predictive distribution inferred by altra. b) Multiple runs of altra can return
different gene models. We report two different gene models with corresponding expression
levels. (We ran altra with options -J 0 -M 1, i.e., without filtering lowly expressed junctions.)
d) Reference annotation (hg18). e) Gene model reconstructed by Cufflinks (v2.0.2, which
was the version available when these comparisons were performed). We ran Cufflinks on the
full dataset with two different choices of the cutoff parameter F (0 and 0.2): if a transcript
has relative expression less than F% Cufflinks will not report it. Cufflinks returned the same
gene model for both choices of F.
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Figure 4: Gene TOMM40L, data from Illumina Brain RNA-Seq Au et al. (2010). a)
Junction coverage, splice sites identified by FLLat, read coverage and (in red) predictive
distribution inferred by altra. b) Multiple runs of altra can return different gene models.
We report two different gene models with the corresponding expression levels. (We ran
altra with options -J 0 -M 1, i.e., without filtering lowly expressed junctions.) d) Reference
annotation (hg18). e) Gene model reconstructed by Cufflinks (v2.0.2). Cufflinks returned
the same gene model for both F=0 and F=0.2.
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(v3.3.5.2) Au et al. (2010). Figures 5a and 6a show the resulting read and junction coverage
across each gene. We applied altra to each locus, each time running altra multiple times to
assess consistency of solutions across runs (which is a common way to assess the reliability
of Monte-Carlo-based inference methods). After experimenting with different number of
transcripts (T = 2 − 5) we chose to show illustrative results for T = 3 for COMMD4 and
T = 2 for TOMM40L. (Larger values of T tended to produce larger discrepancies in inferred
gene models, suggesting more extreme convergence problems.)
For each locus we found that different runs of altra could produce different inferred
gene models (Figures 5b,c, 6b,c). To visually examine the fit of each gene model to the data
we overlaid the fitted (predicted) coverage distribution on the observed coverage (Figures
5a, 6a). In each case we found that results from different runs on the same data, although
differing in their inferred gene model, typically provided similar fitted coverage distributions.
Furthermore, the fitted models captured many key features evident in the raw data. For
example, in COMMD4 (Figure 5b,c), altra infers two long exons in locations that are
annotated as intronic but where we observe lots of expression. It also infers an unannotated
transcription start site downstream of the annotated start site, which is consistent with the
lower coverage in the data of the first three exons. Similarly, in TOMM40L (Figure 6b,c),
altra infers a new start and a new end as well as novel splicing events that are supported by
the coverage pattern. Thus, although the fact that different runs produce different results
suggests that our Monte Carlo inference scheme is failing to fully converge, the comparison
of the fitted models with the raw data suggests that convergence is good enough to find
solutions that are largely consistent with the data.
We also ran Montebello on these data, and found that it also exhibited convergence
problems, returning different gene models in different runs (data not shown). This is despite
the fact that Montebello implements a parallel tempering approach to improve convergence.
(We also implemented a parallel tempering approach in altra, but it did not yield sufficient
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improvement to justify the additional computational burden.) To provide a specific set of
inferred transcripts for comparison we take the published results from Figures 4 and 5 in
Hiller and Wong (2013). Unsurprisingly given the complexity of the problem, their inferred
gene models differ markedly from those inferred by altra. For example, at COMMD4,
Montebello uses annotated ends while altra uses an alternative end site upstream of the
annotated end. The expression pattern at the 5’ end of COMMD4 is compatible with both
scenarios and we don’t know which model is correct, if any. At TOMM40L the highest expressed transcript inferred by Montebello (their Figure 5) has a final long exon. Although
again we do not know the true model, this particular inference seems inconsistent with the
data (only a few reads map to that region). We note that the main conceptual difference between Montebello and altra is our novel prior distribution on transcript models that shares
information across transcripts. Therefore, in principle differences in the results between the
methods could help assess the gains that this novel prior provides. However in practice the
problem is complex enough that observed differences could be due to many factors, including
detailed implementational issues.
For comparison with these likelihood-based approaches, we also applied the graph-based
approach Cufflinks Trapnell et al. (2010) to these data. The results are shown in Figures 5e and 6e. Cufflinks selects the number of transcripts automatically, and selected 2
transcripts for each locus (plus a single one-exon transcript at TOMM40L overlapping two
annotated exon and an annotated intron). For both COMMD4 and TOMM40L some of Cufflinks’s inferred transcripts exactly match an annotated transcript; however Cufflinks uses
the annotated transcripts when performing its inference (by adding simulated reads from
the annotation to the observed reads Roberts et al. (2011)), and so the match between the
inference and the annotation does not guarantee that the annotated transcripts are present
in the data. At COMMD4 a key qualitative difference between the results from altra and
Cufflinks is that altra infers intron retention between multiple exons (2 and 3; 3 and 4; 5
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Figure 5: Gene COMMD4 , data from Illumina Brain RNA-Seq Au et al. (2010). a)
Junction coverage: Each line represents a gap; the number of spliced reads that map to the
genome with that gap is reported next to the gap (the ticker the line, the higher the number
of spliced reads). FLLat splice sites: Splice sites identified by FLLat Nowak et al. (2011).
In red: Predictive distribution inferred by altra. b) Multiple runs of altra can return
different gene models. We report two different gene models with corresponding expression
levels. (We ran altra with options -J 0 -M 1, i.e., without filtering lowly expressed junctions.)
d) Reference annotation (hg18). e) Gene model reconstructed by Cufflinks (v2.0.2, which
was the version available when these comparisons were performed). We ran Cufflinks on the
full dataset with two different choices of the cutoff parameter F (0 and 0.2): if a transcript
has relative expression less than F% Cufflinks will not report it. Cufflinks returned the same
gene model for both choices of F.
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Figure 6: Gene TOMM40L, data from Illumina Brain RNA-Seq Au et al. (2010). a)
Junction coverage, splice sites identified by FLLat, read coverage and (in red) predictive
distribution inferred by altra. b) Multiple runs of altra can return different gene models.
We report two different gene models with the corresponding expression levels. (We ran
altra with options -J 0 -M 1, i.e., without filtering lowly expressed junctions.) d) Reference
annotation (hg18). e) Gene model reconstructed by Cufflinks (v2.0.2). Cufflinks returned
the same gene model for both F=0 and F=0.2.
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and 6; 6 and 7; 7 and 8) while Cufflinks infers intron retention only between exons 7 and 8.
Again, one can see in the data the intronic reads that drive the inferences being made by
altra, although we do not know for certain whether these inferences are correct.
These examples and results serve more to emphasize the complexity of this problem than
to compare the accuracy of the different methods, which is difficult to assess. A simple
comparison of observed and predicted coverage for each method is insufficient because methods might be capturing not only biological features (alternative promoter usage, alternative
polyadenylation, alternative splicing) but also technical artifacts (e.g.

positional biases,

sequence-specific biases and mapping issues Griebel et al. (2012)). In fact, a 3’ bias could
explain why both the first exon in TOMM40L and the first three exons in COMMD4 are
lowly expressed compared to other exons and not alternative start site usage as predicted
by altra. Analogously, mapping biases could explain the dip in expression in the last exon
of COMMD4 and TOMM40L, and not alternative end site usage as predicted by altra.
Neither Montebello nor altra is modeling biases. An option can be selected for Cufflinks
to model biases; however, as the authors mention in the manual, positional bias correction
reduces accuracy on certain datasets in some genes. For this reason we did not use that
option when running Cufflinks.

Differential expression at the transcript level
Given the difficulty of directly assessing transcript reconstruction methods when the true
gene model is unknown, we turned to an indirect way to assess the performance of altra on
real data. We chose a dataset in which splice eQTLs (i.e., SNPs affecting splicing) have been
previously identified using an exon-level analysis Pickrell et al. (2010a). This dataset consists
of sequenced RNA (single-end reads of length 46bp) from 69 extensively genotyped human
lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) derived from unrelated Nigerian individuals. We used altra
and Cufflinks to reconstruct gene models in these loci, and altra to estimate the expression
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level of each transcript in each individual. We then tested the splice eQTLs for association
with the reconstructed transcript expression levels. If reconstruction is accurate, we expect
to have greater power to detect the splice eQTL than if reconstruction is inaccurate.
Pickrell et al. Pickrell et al. (2010a) searched for splice eQTLs by treating the fraction
of reads mapped to each exon (of all the reads in the gene) as a quantitative trait. Specifically, they performed simple linear regressions of these fractions (suitably normalized, and
controlling for unmeasured confounders) against all SNPs within 200 kb of the gene. In this
way they identified 187 associations between expression of an exon and a SNP (FDR =10%).
We mapped the reads to hg19 with Tophat (v2.0.0) Trapnell et al. (2009) and ran altra
in two ways: first, taking account of which reads came from which individuals and second by
simply pooling all reads into a single sample, which substantially reduces run-time. Similarly,
we ran Cufflinks in two ways: first running Cufflinks on each individual separately and
using Cuffmerge Trapnell et al. (2012) to merge the reconstructed gene models into a single
gene mode, and second by running Cufflinks on the pooled dataset. Given the gene model
reconstructed by each of the four methods we used altra to estimate transcript expression
values in each individual, at each locus.
We then tested each transcript for association with the splice eQTL SNP. For each transcript t ∈ {1, . . . , T } we performed a linear regression of the relative expression values xt
against the splice eQTL genotypes g. Here the relative expression values xt = (xt1 , . . . , xtN )
are given by xti =

λit lt
i
t0 =1 λt0 lt0

PT

where lt is the transcript length. Each regression yields a p-

value, pt , and we used pmin = mint pt as a test statistic for H0 : SNP is unassociated with
all T transcripts at that locus. To assess significance of pmin we used permutation to get an
empirical p-value (permuting the genotypes 1000 times for each locus, keeping the relative
expressions fixed).
Overall, altra found more splice eQTLs than Cufflinks, both with and without pooling
(Figure 8). For example, at a threshold of p < 0.01, with pooling altra found 30% of the
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splice eQTLs, and Cufflinks found 12%. However, Cufflinks did identify some eQTLs missed
by altra, as well as vice versa (Figure 7). The average performance of both methods was
similar for pooled and non-pooled data; since altra is much faster for pooled data, pooling
may be the preferred strategy in practice.
Neither altra nor Cufflinks identified the majority of the 187 splice eQTLs in Pickrell
et al. (2010a). This may be partly explained by the fact that the original analysis Pickrell
et al. (2010a) used a sensible and multi-step preprocessing procedure (averaging the fraction
of reads mapping to each exon over technical replicates, normalizing, and correcting for
confounding variables) that likely increased power. However, since some splice eQTLs are
identified by altra and not by Cufflinks and vice versa, it appears that an exon-level analysis
successfully identifies effects that are missed by current transcript-reconstruction methods.

Conclusions
We presented altra, a novel Bayesian method for simultaneous transcript reconstruction
and expression estimation using multiple RNA-Seq samples. A key novel feature of the
method is that, given only a list of candidate splice sites (which can be obtained either from
annotations or from the observed data), we specify a prior on transcripts that encourages
different transcripts to share a similar structure, while at the same time allowing for common
alternative splicing patterns, such as exon inclusion-exclusion, and alternative splice site
usage. We found that the inferred transcripts from our method produced higher power to
identify a set of known splice eQTLs than did inferred transcripts from Cufflinks, although
neither method identified the majority of splice eQTLs.
Despite the innovations presented here, and more generally the very considerable research
on transcript reconstruction Denoeud et al. (2008); Montgomery et al. (2010); Guttman et al.
(2010); Filichkin et al. (2010); Trapnell et al. (2010); Zhao et al. (2011); Li et al. (2011a,b);
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Figure 7: P -values often differ appreciably across transcript reconstruction strategies at the same locus. At each locus we ran: altra using data from all individuals
simultaneously (altra); Cufflinks on each of the individuals and merged the resulting set of
gene models with Cuffmerge (Cufflinks); altra on the pooled set of individuals (altra pool);
Cufflinks on the pooled set of individuals (Cufflinks pool). We run altra with options -J 2
-M 2 -D 12 and T = 5 and Cufflinks (v2.1.1) with default options and reference annotation.
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Feng et al. (2011); Xia et al. (2011); Mezlini et al. (2012); Hiller and Wong (2013); Mangul
et al. (2012); Lin et al. (2012); Behr et al. (2013); Bernard et al. (2013); Zeller et al. (2013),
it is clear that transcript reconstruction remains a very challenging problem. Two aspects
of our results particularly emphasize this. First, when we run our method on the same data
multiple times we often infer quite different gene models that all appear broadly consistent
with the observed data. Although finding different solutions in different runs may appear
to be a defect of our method, and suggests lack of convergence of our stochastic inference
procedure, there is no guarantee that deterministic methods that always produce the same
answer for every run are more accurate - indeed it seems likely that, for the read lengths and
coverage considered in the data here, the gene model is impossible to infer precisely from the
data, and the convergence problems suffered by our method are, perhaps, a symptom of this
(convergence is harder in problems with multiple plausible distinct solutions). Further, this
may remain true even for larger datasets with longer reads in cases where the gene model is
complex (many different alternative spliced patterns).
Second, when we attempted to map known splice eQTLs with estimated expression levels of inferred transcripts, we found that only a minority were identified by our analyses
(using either Cufflinks or altra). This suggests that it would be unwise to rely exclusively on transcript-reconstruction-based methods in splice eQTL analyses, and that they
should be complemented by event-based or exon-based analyses. (It is of course possible that
transcript-based methods can identify splice eQTLs that are missed by exon-based analyses,
but we did not assess this here).
Our methods are computationally intensive, particularly when used to jointly infer the
gene model and transcript expression levels in many samples (e.g. 69 here). Computation
is substantially reduced by first pooling the samples to infer the gene model, and then
estimating expression levels as a second step. Although such two-stage procedures are in
theory less attractive, in practice we found that pooling did not reduce accuracy (in terms of
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identifying splice eQTLs). With this pooling strategy, our method took roughly 1.1 minutes
to estimate the gene model, and 40 minutes to estimate transcript expression levels in each
sample for a typical gene.
Although our models and methods can make use of gene annotation databases when
available, these are not required. Our modeling approach requires only a list of putative 5’
and 3’ splice sites and a list of putative transcription start and end sites, all of which can be
obtained directly from the RNA-Seq data: the putative splice sites can be obtained using a
splice-aware mapper (e.g. Trapnell et al. (2009)) to map “junction” reads, and the putative
start and end sites can be inferred from a segmentation method (e.g. Nowak et al. (2011))
that can detect sudden changes in the coverage pattern. Of these, the latter process is likely
more error prone: for example, sudden changes in coverage could also be caused by mapping
biases. Thus supplementing these kinds of data with lists of known transcription start and
end sites could help improve accuracy.
Important features of RNA-Seq data not included in our model include sequence preference biases, positional biases (e.g. 3’ bias), and mappability biases. Our model could be
extended to include these biases, and ultimately this may be important for accurate gene
model reconstruction and expression level estimation. For example, in COMMD4 we saw
that altra inferred low expression levels for the longest inferred transcripts, and higher expression for an unannotated transcript that excludes the first three exons, which could be
due to unmodelled 3’ bias in the sequence data. However, given the inherent difficulty of the
problem, it is unclear whether the gains from incorporating these features would be sufficient
to justify what could be considerable additional work.
Finally, we note that our modeling approach based on flexons opens a door to a different
possible approach to the problem of understanding transcriptional processes. Specifically, our
prior on the gene model introduces parameters associated with each flexon, to capture both
the frequency of inclusion/exclusion of the flexon, and the frequency of use of alternative
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3’ and 5’ splice sites. Here we used this model as a prior on transcripts, and used it to
infer a small number of specific transcripts that are expressed in the data. However, an
alternative would be to bypass transcript reconstruction altogether, and instead to estimate
the parameters of the model (φ) directly from the data, integrating over the full set of
transcripts that could be generated by the prior, by replacing the Poisson mean in (1) with


xir | φ, λi ,  ∼ P ois (E[zr (T̃ )|φ]λi + )C i .

(5)

where zr (T̃ ) is an indicator for whether a read of type r is compatible with a transcript
T̃ , and the expectation E[] is taken with respect to our “prior” distribution on transcripts
p(T̃ |φ). This model is motivated by an underlying assumption that each transcript produced
at the locus is generated from the prior distribution p(T̃ |φ) (rather than being generated
by a discrete distribution on a small number of possible transcripts as we assume here).
Questions of splicing differences among groups (e.g., in the case of splice eQTLs, differences
among genotype groups) could be addressed by testing for differences in φ between groups.
Computationally, this approach replaces the difficult combinatorial search over the space
of possible gene models τ , with the evaluation of an expectation that we believe will be
more tractable. Statistically, this approach changes focus from reconstruction of individual
transcripts to the average behavior across transcripts, particularly with regard to features of
interest such as inclusion of a particular flexon or the use of a particular 3’ splice site. This
approach thus merges ideas from both transcript-reconstruction methods and “event-based”
methods such as methods based on the “percentage spliced in” Katz et al. (2010), and we
view it as a promising avenue for future development.
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